1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Study of nonlinear liquids has attained great importance due to its various applications in the fields of engineering and applied science. The complex characteristics of non-Newtonian fluids are not completely identified by single Navier-Stokes equation. In non-Newtonian fluids shear stress and shear rate are not linearly connected with each other therefore single constitutive equation is not enough to describe the relation between shear stresses and shear rate. Non-Newtonian liquids has a lot of applications in geophysics, petroleum procedures and chemical industry. Non-Newtonian liquids performs a vital role in chemical material (toothpastes, shampoos, cosmetics, grease, paints, pharmaceutical chemicals, oil reservoirs, etc.) food processing (fruit puree, mayonnaise, ketchup, milk, ice cream, alcoholic beverages, chocolates in liquefies form, yogurt, etc.) and in biological stuff (syrups, vaccines, synovial fluid, blood etc.) Such materials are categorized into integral, differential and rate types. The rate type materials can only be analysed through the impact of relaxation and retardation times. Relaxation and retardation times can be elucidated only through rate type materials. Jeffrey fluid \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]\] is one of the subclasses of rate type materials describing the relaxation and retardation times effects. These features are present in complex polymeric flows and also in geological nuclear repositories [@bib5]. Having this in mind, Hayat et al. [@bib6] examined the radiative flow of Jeffrey liquid embedded in a porous medium with heat source/sink. Hussain et al. [@bib7] studied the hydromagnetic flow of Jeffrey nanofluid within the frame thermal radiation and exponential stretching. Hayat et al. [@bib8] discussed the Jeffrey fluid flow in view of Cattaneo-Christov heat flux and homogeneous/heterogeneous reaction. Tripathi et al. [@bib9] analysed MHD peristaltic flow of Jeffrey liquid in a finite cylindrical tube. Reddy et al. [@bib10] investigated the flow of Jeffrey liquid between two oscillating disks. Hamad et al. [@bib11] explored the stagnation point flow of Jeffrey fluid subjected to variable thermal conductivity.

Heat transfer which is an important phenomenon in nature exists due to temperature difference within the same body or between two objects. Conventionally, heat transfer phenomena have been examined by Fourier\'s law [@bib12]. But this law is not acceptable in a sense that any primary disturbance is felt instantly throughout the whole system. To overcome this difficulty Cattaneo [@bib13] familiarised a thermal relaxation time in the traditional Fourier\'s law of heat conduction that allows the transport of heat via propagation of thermal waves with finite speed. Then Christov [@bib14] has modified the Cattaneo law by introducing thermal relaxation time in terms of Oldroyd\'s upper-convective derivatives. This revised scheme is recognised as Cattaneo-Christov heat flux model. Ciarletta and Straughan [@bib15] discussed the uniqueness of solution and structural stability of system through Cattaneo-Christov heat flux model. The thermal instability of flow through porous medium is analysed by Hadded [@bib16] within the frame of Cattaneo-Christov model. This innovative study has opened the modern era of research refs. \[[@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]\].

Numerous reacting systems involve both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions that respond differently in the presence or absence of a catalyst. Homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions occur in biochemical systems, combustion and catalysis. These reactions are also involved in nuclear reactor, biochemical system, industrial procedure, combustion etc. The physical change is completely identified from chemical reaction. Physical changes embrace changes of state, for example: ice liquefying to water and then converting to vapours. The physical properties of a substance will change during these phases, however its chemical identity will remain same. According to chemical reaction theory, chemical reactions are mainly classified as homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions. In homogeneous reactions, the reactants and products are in phase while in heterogeneous reactions both (reactants & products) are out of phase. Reactions that occur on the surface of a stimulus of an alternate phase are also heterogeneous. The collaborations between the homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions are extremely difficult and thus become a source of motivation, but it is still ambiguous.

The highly complex state of interaction occurs during these reactions. The rate of consumption and products of reactant within system (fluid and catalyst surface) is different for homogeneous/heterogeneous reactions. That situation intensifies the complexity of state of reaction. Initially, Merkin [@bib24] inspected the laminar flow of viscous fluid with such type of reactions. Abbas et al. [@bib25] studied the viscous fluid flow in existence of homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions and slip conditions. Hayat et al. [@bib26] deliberated the flow of carbon nanotubes past a nonlinear stretchable sheet with variable thickness and heterogeneous/homogeneous. Recent development related to heterogeneous/homogeneous reactions can be seen via Refs. \[[@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31]\].

The main objective of present article is to explore the combined effect of mixed convection and axisymmetric stagnation point flow of Jeffrey fluid. Flow is caused by an inclined permeable stretching cylinder. The novelty of problem is to investigate the Cattaneo-Christov heat flux model for non-Newtonian fluid model with additional effects of homogeneous/heterogeneous reactions, mixed convection, stagnation point and thermal stratification. The novel non-Fourier heat flux model is employed with combined effects of homogeneous/heterogeneous reactions. Strong nonlinear ordinary differential system is attained by employing suitable transformations. Convergent series solutions of differential systems are obtained by HAM \[[@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37], [@bib38]\]. Currently some latest work has been cited (see refs \[[@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43]\]). Moreover, the skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number are discussed. Velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are also studied for different emerging parameters.

2. Model {#sec2}
========

Consider steady two-dimensional stagnation-point flow of an incompressible Jeffrey liquid over an inclined permeable stretching cylinder of radius $R_{c}$ that makes an angle α₁ with vertical. Homogeneous/heterogeneous reactions is presented. Heat transfer phenomenon is analyzed with the Cattaneo-Christov heat flux theory. The problem is deliberated under cylindrical polar coordinates $\left( {r,\theta,z} \right)$with velocity components$\ \left( {u,v,w} \right)$. The surface of inclined cylinder is being stretched with the velocity $U_{w}\left( z \right) = \frac{U_{0}z}{L}$. The axisymmetric coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the z-axis is along the cylinder and r-axis is normal to the cylinder (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The surface of the cylinder is maintained at variable temperature$\ T_{w}\left( {= T_{0} + \frac{D_{1}z}{L}} \right)$. The effect of external forces and pressure gradient is supposed to be negligible.Fig. 1Physical model.Fig. 1

The homogeneous reactions are assumed to be of the cubic autocatalysis in form ([Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"})$$\begin{matrix}
\left. \widehat{A} + \widehat{B}\rightarrow 3\widehat{B}, \right. & {rate} \\
\end{matrix} = {\widehat{k}}_{1}ab^{2}\ ,$$

Isothermal reaction of first order on catalyst surface is defined in [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\begin{matrix}
\left. \widehat{A}\rightarrow\widehat{B}, \right. & {rate = {\widehat{k}}_{2}a,} \\
\end{matrix}$$where (a) and (b) symbolize the concentrations of the chemical species $\widehat{A}$ and $\widehat{B}$, while $\left( {{\widehat{k}}_{1},{\widehat{k}}_{2}} \right)$ defines the rate constants. We also supposed that heat released during homogeneous/heterogeneous state of reaction is negligible. The constitutive equations for a Jeffrey fluid model are defined in Eqs. [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\tau = - PI + S$$$$S = \frac{\mu}{\left( 1 + \xi_{1} \right)}\left\lbrack {A_{1} + \xi_{2}\left( {\frac{\partial A_{1}}{\partial t} + V.\nabla} \right)A_{1}} \right\rbrack$$where $\left( \mu \right)$ denotes dynamic viscosity, $\left( \xi_{1} \right)$ for relaxation to retardation time ratio,$\ \left( \xi_{2} \right)$ retardation time and $A_{1}\left( {= grad\ V + \left( {grad\ V} \right)^{t}} \right)$ for first Rilvin-Erickson tensor respectively. This model comprises the features of viscous fluid and second grade fluid.If $\xi_{1} = \xi_{2} = 0$, then problem characterize the viscous fluid model.If $\xi_{1} \neq 0\ and\ \xi_{2} = 0$, then problem represent the second-grade fluid.If $\xi_{1} \neq \xi_{2} \neq 0$ then, problem signify Jeffrey fluid model.

The conservation laws after using the boundary layer approximations \[[@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48]\] and the above considered assumptions are given by Eqs. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\frac{\partial}{\partial r}\left( ru \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z}\left( rw \right) = 0,$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{w\frac{\partial w}{\partial z} + u\frac{\partial w}{\partial r} = U_{e}\left( z \right)\frac{dU_{e}}{dz} + \frac{\nu_{1}}{\left( 1 + \xi_{1} \right)}\left( {\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial w}{\partial r}} \right) + g_{1}\beta_{1}\left( {T - T_{\infty}} \right)cos\alpha_{1}} \\
{\frac{\nu_{1}\xi_{2}}{\left( 1 + \xi_{1} \right)}\left( {u\frac{\partial^{3}w}{\partial r^{3}} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial r}\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r^{2}} + w\frac{\partial^{3}w}{\partial z\partial r^{2}} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial r}\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r\partial z} + \frac{1}{r}\left( {u\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r^{2}} + w\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r\partial z}} \right)} \right),\ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\rho_{1}C_{p}\left( {w\frac{\partial T}{\partial z} + u\frac{\partial T}{\partial r}} \right) = \nabla.\mathbf{q},$$$$u\frac{\partial a}{\partial r} + w\frac{\partial a}{\partial z} = D_{A}\left( {\frac{\partial^{2}a}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial a}{\partial r}} \right) - {\widehat{k}}_{1}ab^{2},$$$$u\frac{\partial b}{\partial r} + w\frac{\partial b}{\partial z} = D_{B}\left( {\frac{\partial^{2}b}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial b}{\partial r}} \right) - {\widehat{k}}_{1}ab^{2},$$Here $\left( \nu_{1} \right),\ \ \left( \beta_{1} \right),\ \ \left( U_{e} \right)\ and\ \left( \alpha_{1} \right)$indicate the kinematic viscosity, mixed convection coefficient, free stream velocity and angle of inclination respectively. Moreover $\left( L \right),\ \left( \rho_{1} \right),\ \left( C_{p} \right)\ and\ \left( \mathbf{q} \right)$ signify characteristic length, density, specific heat and heat flux respectively. Here $D_{A}\ and\ D_{B}$ identify diffusion species coefficients.

In the past, heat transfer analysis has been performed by means of classical Fourier\'s law of heat conduction. Energy equation via Fourier\'s law is of parabolic type. It shows that the whole system is instantly affected by the initial disturbance. Mathematically, it is written in [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\mathbf{q} = - k\nabla\text{T},$$where $k$ represents thermal conductivity of fluid and negative sign indicates that heat flux moves from higher temperature region to lower one. Main drawback of his model is that initial disturbance is suddenly recognized by the medium under consideration. In practical life this could not be possible, so this is called \"**paradox of heat conduction**\". This issue has been controlled through the thermal relaxation time in the Fourier\'s law (see Cattaneo [@bib13]). Mathematically, it is presented in [Eq. (11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\mathbf{q} + \xi_{3}\frac{\partial\mathbf{q}}{\partial t} = - k\nabla\text{T},$$where $\xi_{3}$ represents the thermal relaxation time and new term $\left( {i.e.\ \xi_{3}\frac{\partial\mathbf{q}}{\partial t}\ } \right)$ involved above is identified as Thermal inertia. In 2009, Christov (see ref. [@bib14]) improved the analysis of Cattaneo [@bib13] by introducing thermal relaxation time and using Oldroyd\'s upper convected derivatives for the material-invariant formulation. Cattaneo-Christov heat flux \[[@bib49], [@bib50]\] is mentioned in [Eq. (12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\mathbf{q} + \xi_{3}\left\lbrack {\frac{\partial\mathbf{q}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{V}.\nabla\mathbf{q} - \mathbf{q}.\nabla\mathbf{V} + \left( {\nabla.\mathbf{V}} \right)\mathbf{q}} \right\rbrack = - k\nabla\text{T},$$

It is mentioned that the Cattaneo--Christove model has some limitations i. e for $\xi_{3} = 0$, [Eq. (12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"} reduces to the classical Fourier law. Due to existence of thermal relaxation time factor $\left( {\xi_{3} \neq 0} \right)$, the paradox of heat conduction is rectified.

For steady and incompressible fluid situation one has ([Eq. 13](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"})$$\mathbf{q} + \xi_{3}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{V}.\nabla\mathbf{q} - \mathbf{q}.\nabla\mathbf{V}} \right\rbrack = - k\nabla\text{T},$$

Elimination of heat flux **q** from Eqs. [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we have$$u\frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + w\frac{\partial T}{\partial z} + \xi_{3}\begin{pmatrix}
{u^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}T}{\partial r^{2}} + w^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}T}{\partial z^{2}} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial r}\left( {w\frac{\partial u}{\partial z} + u\frac{\partial u}{\partial r}} \right) +} \\
{\left( {w\frac{\partial w}{\partial z} + u\frac{\partial w}{\partial r}} \right)\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}\  + 2wu\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r\partial z},} \\
\end{pmatrix} = \alpha_{c}\left( {\frac{\partial^{2}T}{\partial r^{2}} + \frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial T}{\partial r}} \right),$$here, $\alpha_{c}\left( {= \frac{k}{\rho_{1}C_{p}}} \right)$ is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.

The boundary conditions of the considered flow problem are given in [Eq. (15)](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\left. \begin{matrix}
{w = U_{w} = \frac{U_{0}z}{L},} & {u = V_{1},} & {T = T_{w} = T_{0} + \frac{D_{1}z}{L},} \\
{D_{A}\frac{\partial a}{\partial r} = {\widehat{k}}_{2}a\ \ \ \ \ \ } & {D_{B}\frac{\partial b}{\partial r} = - {\widehat{k}}_{2}a} & \\
\end{matrix} \right|\ \ \ at\ r = R_{c},} \\
\left. \left. \begin{matrix}
\left. w\rightarrow U_{e}\left( z \right) = \frac{U_{\infty}z}{L} \right. & \left. T\rightarrow\ T_{\infty} = T_{0} + \frac{D_{2}z}{L}, \right. \\
\left. a\rightarrow a_{0},\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \  \right. & \left. b\rightarrow 0, \right. \\
\end{matrix} \right|\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ when\ r\rightarrow\infty, \right. \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$

By introducing the following dimensionless variables [@bib51].$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\eta = \sqrt{\frac{U_{0}}{L\nu_{1}}}\left( \frac{r^{2} - R_{c}^{2}}{2R_{c}} \right),} & {u\left( \eta \right) = - \frac{R_{c}}{r}\sqrt{\frac{U_{0}}{\nu_{1}L}}f\left( \eta \right)} \\
{w\left( \eta \right) = \frac{U_{0}z}{L}f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right),\ \ \ \ \ } & {\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \text{Θ}\left( \eta \right) = \frac{T - T_{\infty}}{T_{w} - T_{0}},} \\
{a = a_{0}g\left( \eta \right),\ \ \ } & {\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ b = b_{0}h\left( \eta \right),} \\
\end{matrix} \right|$$

The incompressibility condition is automatically satisfied and flow expressions \[[@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib54]\] are given below (Eqs. [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(19)](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"})$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\left( 1 + 2\text{Λ}\eta \right)f^{\prime''} + \left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)\left( {ff^{\prime\prime} - f^{\prime 2}} \right) + 2\Lambda f^{\prime\prime} + \Lambda\beta_{c}\left( {f^{\prime}f^{\prime\prime} - 3ff^{\prime\prime\prime}} \right)} \\
{+ \left( {1 + 2\text{Λ}\eta} \right)\beta_{c}\left( {f^{\prime\prime 2} - ff^{(4)}} \right) + \left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)A_{c}^{2} + \xi_{m}\left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)\theta cos\alpha_{1} = 0,\ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\left( 1 + 2\Lambda\eta \right)\theta^{\prime\prime} + 2\Lambda\theta^{\prime} - Pr\left( {{\widehat{S}}_{1} + \theta^{\prime}} \right)f^{\prime} + Prf\theta^{\prime} +} \\
{Pr\alpha_{c}\left( {\left( {{\widehat{S}}_{1} + \theta^{\prime}} \right)\left( {ff^{\prime\prime} - f^{\prime 2}} \right) + ff^{\prime}\theta^{\prime} - f^{2}\theta^{\prime\prime}} \right) = 0,\ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\left( 1 + 2\Lambda\eta \right)g^{\prime\prime} + 2\Lambda g^{\prime} + Scfg^{\prime} - ScK_{m}gh^{2} = 0,$$$$\left( {1 + 2\Lambda\eta} \right)h^{\prime\prime} + 2\Lambda h^{\prime} + \frac{Sc}{\delta}fh^{\prime} - \frac{Sc}{\delta}K_{m}gh^{2} = 0,$$

Transformed boundary conditions ([Eq. (21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{f^{\text{'}}\left( 0 \right) = 1,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } & {f\left( 0 \right) = V_{c},\ \ \ \ \ \ } & {\theta\left( 0 \right) = 1 - {\widehat{S}}_{1},} \\
{g^{\prime}\left( 0 \right) = K_{t}g\left( 0 \right),} & {\delta h^{\prime}\left( 0 \right) = K_{t}g\left( 0 \right),} & \left. f^{\text{'}}\left( \infty \right)\rightarrow A_{c}, \right. \\
\left. \theta\left( \infty \right)\rightarrow 0,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \  \right. & \left. g\left( \infty \right)\rightarrow 1,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \  \right. & \left. h\left( \infty \right)\rightarrow 0, \right. \\
\end{matrix} \right|$$Here $\left( \Lambda \right)$ characterizes curvature parameter, $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$ Deborah number in form of retardation time, $\left( A_{c} \right)$ velocity ratio, $\left( K_{m} \right)$ strength of homogeneous reaction parameter, $\left( K_{t} \right)$ strength of heterogeneous reaction parameter, $\left( \delta \right)$ mass diffusion ratio, (Sc) Schmidt number, $\left( \alpha_{c} \right)$ thermal relaxation factor and (Pr.) for Prandtl number respectively. The above-mentioned parameters are mathematically defined in [Eq. (22)](#fd22){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\text{Λ} = \sqrt{\frac{\nu_{1}L}{U_{0}R_{c}^{2}}},\ \ \ \ \ } & {\beta_{c} = \frac{U_{0}\xi_{2}}{L},} & {\alpha_{c} = \frac{U_{0}\xi_{3}}{L}} \\
{K_{t} = \frac{{\widehat{k}}_{2}}{D_{A}}\sqrt{\frac{\nu_{1}L}{U_{0}}},} & {Pr = \frac{\mu C_{p}}{k},} & {A_{c} = \frac{U_{\infty}}{U_{0}},} \\
{K_{m} = \frac{{\widehat{k}}_{1}a_{0}^{2}L}{U_{0}},\ \ \ } & {\delta_{c} = \frac{D_{B}}{D_{A}},} & {Sc = \frac{\nu_{1}}{D_{A}}.} \\
\end{matrix} \right|$$

The size of $\widehat{A}$ and $\widehat{B}$ are considered to be comparable so that we further assume the equality of diffusion coefficients as a special case i.e., $D_{A} = D_{B}\left( {\delta = 1} \right).$Thus we have$$g\left( \eta \right) + h\left( \eta \right) = 0,$$

Invoking [Eq. (23)](#fd23){ref-type="disp-formula"} into Eqs. [(19)](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we get [Eq. (24)](#fd24){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$${\left( 1 + 2\Lambda\eta \right)g^{\prime\prime} + 2\Lambda g^{\prime} + Scfg^{\prime} - ScK_{c}g\left( 1 - g \right)}^{2} = 0,$$

The local skin friction coefficient $C_{f}$ (surface drag) and the local Nusselt number $Nu_{z}$ (rate of heat transfer) are defined as follow ([Eq. 25](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{C_{f} = \frac{\tau_{w}}{\rho_{1}U_{w}^{2}},\ \ \ \ \ } \\
{Nu_{z} = \frac{zq_{w}}{k\left( {T_{w} - T_{0}} \right)}} \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$

Shear stress ($\tau_{w}$) and heat flux ($q_{w}$) are presented in Eqs. [(26)](#fd26){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\tau_{w} = \left. {\frac{\mu_{1}}{\left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)}\frac{\partial w}{\partial r} + \frac{\mu_{1}\xi_{2}}{\left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)}\left( {u\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r^{2}} + w\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial r\partial z}} \right)} \right|_{r = R_{c}},$$$$q_{w} = - \left. {k\frac{\partial T}{\partial r}} \right|_{r = R_{c}},$$

Above physical quantities in dimensionless form are$$\frac{1}{2}C_{f}\left( {Re_{z}} \right)^{1/2} = \frac{1}{\left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)}\left\lbrack {f^{\prime\prime}\left( 0 \right) - \beta_{c}\left( {f\left( 0 \right)f^{\prime\prime\prime}\left( 0 \right) + \text{Λ}f\left( 0 \right)f^{\prime\prime}\left( 0 \right) - f^{\prime}\left( 0 \right)f^{\prime\prime}\left( 0 \right)} \right)} \right\rbrack,$$$$Nu_{z}\left( {Re_{z}} \right)^{- 1/2} = - \theta^{\text{'}}\left( 0 \right),$$Where, $Re_{z}\left( {= \frac{U_{w}L}{\nu_{1}}} \right)$ is the local Reynolds number.

3. Methodology {#sec3}
==============

Numerous methods are used for solving nonlinear equations. We have adopted homotopic technique (HAM) for our problem to get convergence solutions. Computations are performed with the aid of Mathematica software. Homotopy analysis method was first proposed by Liao [@bib55] in 1992 which is used for the construction of series solution of highly nonlinear problems. In this method, we have great freedom for the selection of linear operators and initial guesses. The auxiliary linear operators and initial guesses are mentioned in Eqs. [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\begin{matrix}
{\ f_{o}\left( \eta \right) = 1 + V_{c} + A_{c}\left( {\eta - 1} \right) + \left( {A_{c} - 1} \right)exp\left\lbrack {- \eta} \right\rbrack} \\
{\theta_{o}\left( \eta \right) = \left( {1 - {\widehat{S}}_{1}} \right)exp\left\lbrack {- \eta} \right\rbrack\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{g_{o}\left( \eta \right) = 1 - \frac{1}{2}exp\left\lbrack {- K_{t}\eta} \right\rbrack\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix}$$$$\begin{matrix}
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{f}\left\lbrack f \right\rbrack = f^{\prime\prime\prime} - f^{\prime},} & {{\widehat{\pounds}}_{\theta}\left\lbrack \theta \right\rbrack = \theta^{\prime\prime} - \theta,} & {{\widehat{\pounds}}_{g}\left\lbrack g \right\rbrack = g^{\prime\prime} - g} \\
\end{matrix}$$

The above mentioned operators$\ {\widehat{\text{£}}}_{\text{f}}$, ${\widehat{\text{£}}}_{\theta}$ and ${\widehat{\text{£}}}_{g}$ satisfy the following properties [Eq. (32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{f}\left\lbrack {\overset{˙}{N_{2}}exp\left( {- \eta} \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{1}} + \overset{˙}{N_{3}}exp\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = 0,} \\
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{\theta}\left\lbrack {\overset{˙}{N_{4}}exp\left( {- \eta} \right) + {\overset{˙}{N}}_{5}exp\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = 0,} \\
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{g}\left\lbrack {{\overset{˙}{N}}_{6}exp\left( {- \eta} \right) + {\overset{˙}{N}}_{7}exp\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = 0.\ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$where constants $\overset{˙}{N_{i}}$ notify the arbitrary constants for i= (1--7).

3.1. Zeroth-order equations {#sec3.1}
---------------------------

The problems statements at this order (Eqs. [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are$$\begin{matrix}
{\left( {1 - q} \right){\widehat{\pounds}}_{f}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right) - f_{o}\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = qh_{f}N_{f}^{.}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right\rbrack} \\
{\left( {1 - q} \right){\widehat{\pounds}}_{\theta}\left\lbrack {\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right) - \theta_{o}\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = qh_{\theta}N_{\theta}^{.}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right\rbrack\ } \\
{\left( {1 - q} \right){\widehat{\pounds}}_{g}\left\lbrack {\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right) - g_{o}\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = qh_{g}N_{g}^{.}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{matrix}$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{{\widehat{f}}^{\prime}\left( {0;q} \right) = 1,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } & {\ \ \ \widehat{f}\left( {0;q} \right) = V_{c},} & {\ \ \ \widehat{\theta}\left( {0;q} \right) = 1 - {\widehat{S}}_{1},} \\
{{\widehat{g}}^{\prime}\left( {0;q} \right) = K_{t}\widehat{g}\left( {0;q} \right),} & {\ {\widehat{f}}^{\prime}\left( {\infty;q} \right) = A_{c},} & {\widehat{\theta}\left( {\infty;q} \right) = 0,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
 & {\widehat{g}\left( {\infty;q} \right) = 1,} & \\
\end{matrix} \right|$$where $N_{f}^{.},\ N_{\theta}^{.}\ and\ N_{g}^{.}$ are expressed in Eqs. [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(37)](#fd37){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{N_{f}^{.}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right\rbrack = \left( 1 + 2\Lambda\eta \right)\left( {\frac{\partial^{3}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{3}} + \beta_{c}\begin{pmatrix}
{\left( \frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} \right)^{2} -} \\
{\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\frac{\partial^{4}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{4}}} \\
\end{pmatrix}} \right)} \\
{+ \left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)\left( {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} - \frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}\frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta} + A_{c}^{2} + \xi_{m}\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)cos\alpha_{1}} \right) + \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{2\text{Λ}\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} + \text{Λ}\beta_{c}\left( {\frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} - 3\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\frac{\partial^{3}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{3}}} \right),\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{N_{\theta}^{.}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right\rbrack = \left( {1 + 2\Lambda\eta} \right)\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} + 2\text{Λ}\frac{\partial\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}} \\
{- Pr\left( {\frac{\partial\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}\frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta} + {\widehat{S}}_{1}\frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta} - \widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\frac{\partial\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}} \right) + \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{Pr\alpha_{c}\begin{pmatrix}
{\left( {\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right) + {\widehat{S}}_{1}} \right)\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} - \left( \frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta} \right)^{2}} \\
{+ \widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\frac{\partial\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}\frac{\partial\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta} - \left( {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right)^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}}} \\
\end{pmatrix}\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{N_{g}^{.}\left\lbrack {\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right);\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right\rbrack = \left( {1 + 2\Lambda\eta} \right)\frac{\partial^{2}\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta^{2}} + 2\text{Λ}\frac{\partial\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta}} \\
{+ Sc\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\ \frac{\partial\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)}{\partial\eta} - ScK_{c}\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)\left( {1 - \widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right)^{2}\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$

3.2. Deformation equations $\left( {\mathbf{m}^{\mathbf{t}\mathbf{h}} - \mathbf{o}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{d}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{r}} \right)$ {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The $m^{th}$ order system (Eqs. [(38)](#fd38){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(39)](#fd39){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{f}\left\lbrack {f_{m}\left( \eta \right) - {\underset{¯}{\chi}}_{m}f_{m - 1}\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = h_{f}R_{m}^{f}\left( \eta \right),} \\
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{\theta}\left\lbrack {\theta_{m}\left( \eta \right) - {\underset{¯}{\chi}}_{m}\theta_{m - 1}\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = h_{\theta}R_{m}^{\theta}\left( \eta \right)} \\
{{\widehat{\pounds}}_{g}\left\lbrack {g_{m}\left( \eta \right) - {\underset{¯}{\chi}}_{m}g_{m - 1}\left( \eta \right)} \right\rbrack = h_{g}R_{m}^{g}\left( \eta \right)} \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$with$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\ f\left( 0 \right) = 0,} & {\ f^{\prime}\left( 0 \right) = 0,} & {\ \theta\left( 0 \right) = 0,} \\
{g^{\prime}\left( 0 \right) = 0,} & {f^{\prime}\left( \infty \right) = 0,} & {\theta\left( \infty \right) = 0,} \\
 & {\ g\left( \infty \right) = 0,} & \\
\end{matrix} \right|$$where $R_{m}^{f}\left( \eta \right),\ R_{m}^{\theta}\left( \eta \right)$ and $R_{m}^{g}\left( \eta \right)$ are marked in Eqs. [(40)](#fd40){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(41)](#fd41){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{R_{m}^{f}\left( \eta \right) = \left( {1 + 2\Lambda\eta} \right)\left( {f_{m - 1}^{\prime\prime\prime} + \beta_{c}\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m - 1}\left( {f_{m - 1 - k}^{\prime\prime}f_{k}^{\prime\prime} - f_{m - 1 - k}f_{k}^{iv}} \right)} \right) + \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{\left( {1 + \xi_{1}} \right)\left( {\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m - 1}\left( {f_{m - 1 - k}f_{k}^{\prime\prime} - f_{m - 1 - k}^{\prime}f_{k}^{\prime} + A_{c}^{2}\left( {1 - {\underset{¯}{\chi}}_{m}} \right)} \right) + \xi_{m}\theta_{m - 1}cos\alpha_{1}} \right)} \\
{+ {\Lambda\beta}_{\text{c}}\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m - 1}\left( {f_{m - 1 - k}^{\prime}f_{k}^{\prime\prime} - 3f_{m - 1 - k}f_{k}^{\prime\prime\prime} + 2f_{m - 1}^{\prime\prime}} \right),\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{R_{m}^{\theta}\left( \eta \right) = \left( {1 + 2\Lambda\eta} \right)\theta_{m - 1}^{\prime\prime} + 2\Lambda\theta_{m - 1}^{\prime} - Pr{\widehat{S}}_{1}f_{m - 1}^{\prime} - \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{Pr\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m - 1}\left( {\theta_{m - 1 - k}f_{k}^{\prime} - f_{m - 1 - k}\theta_{k}^{\prime} + {\widehat{S}}_{1}\alpha_{c}\left( {f_{m - 1 - k}^{\prime}f_{k}^{\prime} - f_{m - 1 - k}f_{k}^{\prime\prime}} \right)} \right)} \\
{+ {Pr\alpha}_{\text{c}}\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m - 1}\begin{pmatrix}
{\theta_{m - 1 - k}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{k}f_{k - l}f_{l}^{\prime\prime} - \theta_{m - 1 - k}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{k}f_{k - l}^{\prime}f_{l}^{\prime}} \\
{+ f_{m - 1 - k}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{k}f_{k - l}^{\prime}\theta_{l}^{\prime} - f_{m - 1 - k}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{k}f_{k - l}\theta_{l}^{\prime\prime}} \\
\end{pmatrix},\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{R_{m}^{g}\left( \eta \right) = \left( {1 + 2\Lambda\eta} \right)g_{m - 1}^{\prime\prime} + 2\Lambda g_{m - 1}^{\prime} - ScK_{c}g_{m - 1} + \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{Sc\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m}\left( {f_{m - 1 - k} + 2K_{c}g_{m - 1 - k}} \right)g_{k} - K_{c}g_{m - 1 - k}\sum\limits_{l = 0}^{k}g_{k - l}g_{l},} \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$$${\underset{¯}{\chi}}_{m} = \left\{ {\left. \begin{matrix}
0 & {m \leq 1} \\
1 & {m > 1} \\
\end{matrix} \right|.} \right.$$

For $\overset{˙}{q} = 0$ and $\overset{˙}{q} = 1$we have ([Eq. (44)](#fd44){ref-type="disp-formula"})$$\left. \begin{matrix}
{\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;0} \right) = f_{o}\left( \eta \right),} & {\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;0} \right) = \theta_{o}\left( \eta \right),} & {\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;0} \right) = g_{o}\left( \eta \right),} \\
{\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;1} \right) = f\left( \eta \right),} & {\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;1} \right) = \theta\left( \eta \right),} & {\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;1} \right) = g\left( \eta \right),} \\
\end{matrix} \right\}$$

According to Taylor′s series expansion, we have Eqs. [(45)](#fd45){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(46)](#fd46){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(47)](#fd47){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\begin{matrix}
{\widehat{f}\left( {\eta;q} \right) = f_{o}\left( \eta \right) + \sum\limits_{m = 1}^{\infty}f_{m}\left( \eta \right)q^{m}} \\
{\left. {f_{m}\left( \eta \right) = \frac{1}{m!}\frac{\partial^{m}}{\partial q^{m}}{\widehat{f}}_{m}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right|_{q = 0},} \\
\end{matrix}$$$$\begin{matrix}
{\widehat{\theta}\left( {\eta;q} \right) = \theta_{o}\left( \eta \right) + \sum\limits_{m = 1}^{\infty}\theta_{m}\left( \eta \right)q^{m}} \\
{\left. {\theta_{m}\left( \eta \right) = \frac{1}{m!}\frac{\partial^{m}}{\partial q^{m}}{\widehat{\theta}}_{m}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right|_{q = 0},} \\
\end{matrix}$$$$\begin{matrix}
{\widehat{g}\left( {\eta;q} \right) = g_{o}\left( \eta \right) + \sum\limits_{m = 1}^{\infty}g_{m}\left( \eta \right)q^{m}} \\
{\left. {g_{m}\left( \eta \right) = \frac{1}{m!}\frac{\partial^{m}}{\partial q^{m}}{\widehat{g}}_{m}\left( {\eta;q} \right)} \right|_{q = 0},} \\
\end{matrix}$$

The general solution $\left( {f_{m}\left( \eta \right),\ \theta_{m}\left( \eta \right),\ g_{m}\left( \eta \right)} \right)$in the form of special solutions $\left( {\widehat{f}\left( \eta \right),\widehat{\theta}\left( \eta \right),\widehat{g}\left( \eta \right)} \right)$are written in Eqs. [(48)](#fd48){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(49)](#fd49){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(50)](#fd50){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$f_{m}\left( \eta \right) = \widehat{f}\left( \eta \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{1}} + \overset{˙}{N_{2}}exp\left( {- \eta} \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{3}}exp\left( \eta \right),$$$$\theta_{m}\left( \eta \right) = \widehat{\theta}\left( \eta \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{4}}exp\left( {- \eta} \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{5}}exp\left( \eta \right),$$$$g_{m}\left( \eta \right) = \widehat{g}\left( \eta \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{6}}exp\left( {- \eta} \right) + \overset{˙}{N_{7}}exp\left( \eta \right),$$in which constants $\overset{˙}{N_{i}\ }$[Eq. (51)](#fd51){ref-type="disp-formula"} are defined as$$\begin{matrix}
{\overset{˙}{N_{1}} = - {\widehat{f}}_{m}^{\prime}\left( 0 \right) - {\widehat{f}}_{m}\left( 0 \right),\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } & {\overset{˙}{N_{2}} = {\widehat{f}}_{m}^{\prime}\left( 0 \right),} & {\ \overset{˙}{N_{4}} = - {\widehat{\theta}}_{m}\left( 0 \right),} \\
{\overset{˙}{N_{6}} = \frac{1}{1 + K_{t}}{\widehat{g}}_{m}^{\prime}\left( 0 \right) - \frac{1}{1 + K_{t}}{\widehat{g}}_{m}\left( 0 \right),} & {\overset{˙}{N_{3}} = 0,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } & {\overset{˙}{N_{5}} = \overset{˙}{N_{7}} = 0,\ \ } \\
\end{matrix}$$

4. Analysis {#sec4}
===========

HAM technique provides great freedom to control rate of convergence of series solution by auxiliary parameters. To decide about convergence criteria after utilizing HAM we need accurate range of auxiliary parameters when h-curves are parallel to the horizontal axis. For this purpose, values of auxiliary parameters $h_{f},\ h_{\theta}$ and $h_{g}$ are selected from relevant range of plotted h-curves at $25^{th}$ iteration. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} portrays the acceptable ranges of auxiliary parameters $h_{f},\ h_{\theta}$ and $h_{g}$ as $\left( {- 1.3 \leq h_{f} \leq - 0.4} \right),\ \ \left( {- 1.5 \leq h_{\theta} \leq - 0.5} \right)$ and $\left( {- 1.2 \leq h_{g} \leq - 0.4} \right)$. In this study, numerical computations are restricted thoroughly with practical range of non-dimensional parameters [@bib56] as $\left( {0.2 \leq \text{Λ} \leq 0.8} \right),$ $\left( {0.1 \leq \xi_{m} \leq 0.5} \right),$ $\left( {0.4 \leq \xi_{1} \leq 1.5} \right),$ $\left( {0.2 \leq \beta_{c} \leq 0.6} \right),$ $\left( {0.1 \leq \alpha_{c} \leq 0.5} \right),$ $\left( {0.2 \leq {\widehat{S}}_{1} \leq 0.6} \right),$ $\left( {0.1 \leq K_{t} \leq 0.5} \right),$ $\left( {0.5 \leq Pr \leq 2.5} \right),$ $\left( {0.1 \leq K_{m} \leq 0.5} \right)$ and $\ \left( {0.1 \leq V_{c} \leq 0.4} \right).$ [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} is computed to present the convergence analysis of homotopic expressions. It is inspected that computations are enough for $35^{th}$order of approximations for momentum, energy and concentration equations. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} is built to validate the present consequences with previously published results by Acharya [@bib57], Khan and Pop [@bib58] and Hsiao [@bib59]. This table shows the great agreement with previous literature.Fig. 2$h -$curves of $f^{\prime\prime}\left( 0 \right),\ \theta^{\prime}\left( 0 \right)\ and\ g^{\prime}\left( 0 \right).$Fig. 2Table 1HAM convergence analysis when $\xi_{1} = 0.5,\ \beta_{c} = 0.3,\ \alpha_{c} = 0.2,K_{m} = K_{t} = 0.1,\ \xi_{m} = Pr = 1.0,\ \ S_{1} = 0.2,\ Sc = 1.5,\ V_{c} = 0.2$.Table 1Approximation order$f^{\prime\prime}\left( 0 \right)$$\theta^{\text{'}}\left( 0 \right)$$\text{g}^{\text{'}}\left( 0 \right)$10.85870.69850.138270.85240.73220.1345140.85540.75240.1360200.85820.79590.1371250.86070.79340.1450300.86120.76680.1429350.86240.77430.1408400.86240.77430.1408460.86240.77430.1408Table 2Numerical comparison of $- \theta\left( 0 \right)$ when $\text{Λ} = \ {\widehat{\beta}}_{t} = {\widehat{\beta}}_{c} = \xi_{1} = A_{c} = \xi_{m} = \beta_{c} = {\widehat{S}}_{1} = K_{m} = 0\mspace{9mu}\text{and~\!}Pr = 5$.Table 2$\alpha_{c}$Acharya et al. [@bib57]Khan and Pop [@bib58]Hsiao et al. [@bib59]Present (HAM)0.10.95240.95240.9524321.001240.20.69320.69320.6932110.695820.30.52010.52010.5201470.515960.40.40260.40260.4026310.402360.50.32110.32110.3211490.32340

5. Results & discussion {#sec5}
=======================

The graphical analysis of parameters like curvature parameter $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$, Deborah number $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$, velocities ratio parameter $\left( A_{c} \right)$, strength of homogeneous reaction parameter $\left( K_{m} \right)$, strength of heterogeneous reaction parameter $\left( K_{t} \right)$, mass diffusion ratio $\left( \delta_{c} \right)$, Schmidt number $\left( {Sc} \right)$, thermal relaxation parameter $\left( \alpha_{c} \right)$, Prandtl number $\left( {Pr} \right)$, fluid parameter $\left( \xi_{1} \right)$, mixed convection parameter $\left( \xi_{m} \right)$ and thermal stratification parameter $\left( S_{1} \right)$ on velocity $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$, temperature $\theta\left( \eta \right)$ and concentration $g\left( \eta \right)$ is displayed in Figs. [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, [15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}, and [16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} role of curvature parameter $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$ on $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$ is demonstrated. For higher value of curvature parameter $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$, the velocity curve declines near the surface of cylinder and enhances away from it. Physically, increase of curvature parameter $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$ yields the decrease in radius of cylinder that causes low resistance in flow field. As a result $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$ shows increasing behavior far away from the surface of cylinder. Consequence of Deborah number $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$ on $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$ is illustrated via [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The velocity $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$ profile and related momentum boundary layer thickness are amplified with the rise of Deborah number $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$. In fact, increase of parameter $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$ corresponds to the intensify the elasticity of fluid material. That is accountable for increase in velocity profile $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} emphasis on the impact of fluid parameter $\left( \xi_{1} \right)$ on velocity profile $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$. As expected, the velocity profile $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$ declines with the higher values of $\left( \xi_{1} \right)$. Since $\left( \xi_{1} \right)$ being ratio of relaxation to retardation time produces resistance to the fluid flow that eventually diminishes the velocity $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$. Noticeable characteristics of mixed convection parameter $\left( \xi_{m} \right)$ are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Physically increase of $\left( \xi_{m} \right)$ is responsible to enhance the buoyancy forces. That results in enhancement of velocity $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$. [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} is revealed to study the features of velocities ratio parameter $\left( A_{c} \right)$ on velocity $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$. It is observed from figure that velocity profile upsurge for both cases $A_{c} > 1$ and $A_{c} < 1$. The increase of $\left( A_{c} \right)$ upsurges free stream velocity that eventually result in the improvement of $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$. This developing behavior of $f^{\text{'}}\left( \eta \right)$ remained same when either free stream velocity dominates or followed. Thickness of boundary layer has reverse effects. Impact of angle of inclination $\left( \alpha_{1} \right)$ on velocity distribution is displayed in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The decaying nature of velocity field is observed for greater value of $\left( \alpha_{1} \right)$. Since, impact of gravity force decreases for higher altitude. That causes reduction in velocity profile. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} depicts behavior of curvature parameter $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$ on temperature $\theta\left( \eta \right)$. It is evident that temperature $\theta\left( \eta \right)$ declines near surface of cylinder and it enhances away from it for greater values of $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$. Variation of thermal relaxation parameter $\left( \alpha_{c} \right)$ on temperature $\theta\left( \eta \right)$ is shown in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Increase in $\left( \alpha_{c} \right)$ leads to decrease in both temperature $\theta\left( \eta \right)$ and thermal boundary layer thickness. Physically, for higher estimation of $\left( \alpha_{c} \right)$ fluid particle required more time to transfer heat to its adjacent particles. As a result, temperature curve decreases for greater $\left( \alpha_{c} \right)$. In [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, variation of temperature distribution $\theta\left( \eta \right)$ against thermal stratification parameter $\left( S_{1} \right)$ is captured. In fact, temperature difference $\left( {T_{w} - T_{\infty}} \right)$ gradually decreases for higher approximation of $\left( S_{1} \right)$that ultimately declines the temperature curve. The temperature and thermal boundary layer thickness are decreased significantly for greater values of Prandtl number $\left( {Pr} \right)$(see [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Since, Prandtl number is the ratio of momentum to thermal diffusivities. For higher Prandtl number momentum diffusivity enhances while thermal diffusivity diminishes. Here weaker thermal diffusivity dominant over the stronger momentum diffusivity. Therefore, temperature profile reduces. [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} is plotted to study the impact of $\left( \alpha_{1} \right)$ on temperature profile $\theta\left( \eta \right)$. Enhancing behavior of temperature is observed for greater approximation of $\left( \alpha_{1} \right)$. Since, gravity impact decreases with inclination that becomes a source of declining in heat transfer rate. Hence, temperature field $\theta\left( \eta \right)$ increases. Variation of homogeneous reaction $\left( K_{m} \right)$and heterogeneous reaction parameters $\left( K_{t} \right)$for concentration distribution$\ g\left( \eta \right)$ is shown in Figs. [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} and [15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}. Conflicting behavior of both parameters is noticed for concentration and associated layer thickness. Since reactants are consumed during homogeneous reaction and consequently fluid concentration denigrates which is apparently seen from this figure (see [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}). It is noticed that the concentration boundary layer thickness upsurges with increasing $\left( K_{t} \right)$ which agrees with the common physical behavior of the homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions parameters. Variation of concentration profile $g\left( \eta \right)$ against Schmidt number $\left( {Sc} \right)$ is displayed in [Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}. For greater values of $\left( {Sc} \right)$, the concentration profile $g\left( \eta \right)$ is found to be growing. In fact, the Schmidt number is defined as the ratio of momentum diffusivity to mass diffusivity. Therefore, higher values of the Schmidt number correspond to reduce the mass diffusivity. The role of skin friction coefficient$\ C_{f}$, for emerging parameters $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$ and $\left( A_{c} \right)$ are presented in Figs. [17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"} and [18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}. The dwindling influence of skin friction coefficient is observed for both $\left( \beta_{c} \right)$ and $\left( A_{c} \right)$.Fig. 3Impact of $\Lambda$ on $\ f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 3Fig. 4Impact of $\beta_{c}$ on $\ f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 4Fig. 5Impact of $\xi_{1}$ on $\ f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 5Fig. 6Impact of $\xi_{m}$ on $\ f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 6Fig. 7Impact of $A_{c}$ on $\ f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 7Fig. 8Impact of $\alpha_{1}$ on $\ f^{\prime}\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 8Fig. 9Impact of $\Lambda$ on $\theta\left( \eta \right)$.Fig. 9Fig. 10Impact of $\alpha_{c}$ on $\theta\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 10Fig. 11Impact of $S_{1}$ on $\ \theta\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 11Fig. 12Impact of $Pr$ on $\theta\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 12Fig. 13Impact of $\alpha_{1}$ on $\theta\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 13Fig. 14Impact of $K_{m}$ on $\ g\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 14Fig. 15Impact of $K_{t}$ on $\ g\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 15Fig. 16Impact of $Sc$ on $\ g\left( \eta \right).$Fig. 16Fig. 17Impact of $\beta_{c}$ on $\frac{1}{2}\ \left( {Re} \right)^{0.5}C_{f}.$Fig. 17Fig. 18Impact of $A_{c}$ on $\frac{1}{2}\ \left( {Re} \right)^{0.5}C_{f}.$Fig. 18

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

In this study we analyze the homogeneous/heterogeneous reactions for Jeffery fluid model induced by an inclined stretching cylinder. Heat transfer analysis has been accomplished via Cattaneo-Christove heat flux model. Resulting equations have been transformed into dimensionless ODEs and solved via homotopic technique. Based on the entire study following conclusions can be figure out:❖Higher values of Deborah number result in the enhancement of velocity distribution.❖There is a direct relation of curvature parameter $\left( \text{Λ} \right)$ with velocity and temperature profiles❖Velocity profile enhances with greater values of velocity ratio parameter $\left( A_{c} \right)$ while it declines with fluid parameter $\left( \xi_{1} \right)$.❖Effects of homogeneous $\left( K_{m} \right)$and heterogeneous $\left( K_{t} \right)$ reaction parameters on the concentration profile are quite opposite.❖Temperature distribution reduces for higher approximation of Prandtl number $\left( \text{Pr} \right)$ and thermal stratification parameter.
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